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we are seeing design innovations that reflect
changes in the economy, emphasis on sustainability, technological advances and basic ‘old fashioned’
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Technology is become standard for new homes. Keyless
entry, security systems with cameras and charging
stations for various intelligent devices are expected.
With the advent of wireless technology many older
homes can be retrofitted to keep up the tech revolution.
Audio and video systems no longer require the space
they used to except for providing wall space for bigger
and bigger viewing screens.
“Green” design features are giving smart builder’s
edges over their competition. The building codes
require greater insulation in the walls and roofs of
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Many people that own land are purchasing ‘off the shelf’ plans from builders instead of
designing the dream home as this saves time and costs of the home are controlled as
these semi-custom homes have been built previously by the builders.
Overall we see a more efficient, responsible and cost effective approach to new home

We are seeing the desire for a stronger indoor/outdoor
relationship in new home designs. Larger windows
offering visual connectivity between the home and
the exterior combined with larger porches for outdoor
living are becoming standard features. Fire pits and
outdoor showers are often requested the home buyers.
Many people that own land are purchasing “off the
shelf ” plans from builders instead of designing the
dream home as this saves time and costs of the home
are controlled as these semi-custom homes have been
built previously by the builders.
Overall we see a more efficient, responsible and cost effective approach to new home design. Homebuyer’s are also
looking for a home that is a worm and safe place to live the responds to their familial needs now and in the future.
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